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Abstract. Traffic lights play a significant role in regulating traffic flow. Due to the use of stationary
phase and fixed cycle in traditional systems, it is not feasible to adjust the phase time to meet realtime traffic demand, resulting in delays, inefficiencies and other losses for traffic participants. This
paper presents a feasible mathematical model of traffic signal control based on real-time vehicle
detection. Two sensors are used to obtain important parameters of the vehicle queue, such as queue
length, the number of vehicles queued, the number of vehicles passing the intersection and reaching
the intersection during the green light time, the average speed of the vehicle and so on. These
parameters are used to calculate actual demand time and feasible traffic light cycle. The feasible
traffic light cycle can reduce the delay time for the car to pass the intersection and shorten the queue
length. This model depends on the real-time characteristics of the queue, which is much closer to
actual situation. Other traffic participants are considered as the boundary constrains of the model.
1.

Introduction

The problems caused by traffic congestion become worse in cosmopolitan city, such as lower
transportation efficiency, time loss, and air pollution [1, 2, 3]. One of the most significant reasons is
that the traffic light management system doesn’t satisfy the modern traffic flow need. In conventional
traffic light control model, model with fixed timing and fixed cycle is used [4]. If the fluctuation of
traffic volume is in the tolerance of design volume, the problem will not show. Once the peak of
volume exceeds the design volume, the congestion becomes serious and can’t relieve. As the volume
increased, especially, the peak is far more than the design flow, most of the historic cities also use the
fixed timing traffic control systems that can’t meet the large or dynamic traffic requirements, and the
congestion lead by the light is serious. Therefore, some improvement measures must carry out to
relieve or solve this problem. Some scholars, who take the real time traffic volume into account, have
done lots of research work targeting to reduce the delay and improve traffic volume in the intersection
[5, 6].
The variable traffic light cycle and phase time based on the vehicle volume detection is more
attracted and the new trend[7, 8], which fully considers dynamic volume and makes the light control
more feasible for improving max traffic volume and reducing waiting time after the red light. W. Wen
proposed a framework for a dynamic and automatic traffic light control expert system combined with
a simulation model to analyze the traffic problem [7]. Some studies based on fuzzy logic are obtaining
optimal traffic flow to reach minimal waiting time [9, 10]. Wireless communication between cars and
between car and road side units can be used to improve the traffic flow control as well as traffic safety
[11, 12].
X. H. Yu proposed an adaptive control model for network of signalized intersections based on a
discrete-time, stationary, Markov decision process. Simulation results using this model show
significant improvement over traditional full-actuated control, especially for the case of high volume
[13]. S. Kwatirayo, et al proposed a new adaptive traffic light control algorithm based on Vehicular
Ad-Hoc Network, and test the algorithm in a specific intersection in the city of Moncton with real
traffic data. The results show a substantial improvement of traffic throughput and average waiting
time in comparison with fixed optimal cycle’s time [14]. Lammer S, Liu Z used intelligent methods
to implement the urban traffic light control in road network [15, 16]. Space division are also the most
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used methods, which can effectively reduce delay and increase the volume of crossing. But it needs
great investment to build infrastructure.
Fixed cycle and fixed phase time is usually used in most grade crossings, which works very well
in the condition of small traffic volume with low variance. Once the traffic volume varies from small
to very large, some traffic chaos would happen. In small volume, waste of the effective green time is
serious, which comparatively leads to the delay increase of other phases. And in large volume
situation, the queue waiting to pass the intersection is so long that the green time was not enough to
let all vehicles to pass. The reflected wave of volume would lead to longer queue. However, the
condition is not always satisfying the requirement, especially for space limitation intersection.
In modern city, the traffic volume varies very large in different directions at different time. The
traffic light with fixed pass time can’t meet the vehicles waiting in the queue to pass, which may lead
to serious long queue, traffic interrupt or traffic gridlock. Mirchandani P & Head L proposed the
software architecture, solution algorithm and analysis of a real-time traffic-adaptive signal control
system. The control system the real-time vehicle detection data as input and the simulation results
show promising experimentation [17]. Research on the dynamic traffic light control system according
to the real-time queue length is worth studying, which is more practical for modern signal intersection,
and can improve the efficiency of intersection traffic and minimize the queue delay.
Based on presentation above, a method calculating the traffic light time based on queue length in
a special phase is proposed. The vehicle detecting sensors were utilized to measure the vehicle
average speed and the queue length. According to sensors data, a mode of dynamical adjustment of
the phase time was setup. Furthermore, the pedestrian and bicycle are also taken into account.
2.

Data Collection System

Two type sensors (inductive-loop detector and magnetic field sensor) are used for measuring the
parameters of number of vehicle waiting in the queue, queue length and average speed of the vehicle
passing the intersection.
2.1 Vehicle Detection System
The presence and movement of vehicles is detected by the magnetic sensor [18]. The Honeywell’s
magneto-resistive sensor HMC1022 is a low power consumption, low cost, high precision and
sensitivity product, and suitable for detecting the earth magnetic anomaly caused by the ferrous
material of vehicle chassis. If the vehicle passes on the sensor, the volume and presence of vehicle
can be measured, as shown in Fig.1. The output of the magnetic sensor is not strong enough and
sinusoidal function with low noise, so the signal is amplified before converting to rectangle wave.
Fig. 2 shows the complete processing circuit.
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Fig.1 Principle of detection
Fig.2 Vehicle detection circuit of HMC1022
2.2 Vehicle Speed Measurement
The method of vehicle speed measurement is testing the time the vehicle passes through a certain
distance . The velocity is
/ . As Fig. 3 shows, two inductive-loop sensors are placed at a
known short distance, when the vehicle passes the first inductive-loop sensor, a pulse is produced to
trigger the control system to start timing [19]. And when the vehicle passes the second sensor, another
pulse is produced to stop timing. The time the vehicle enters the two sensors can be concluded, so the
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speed of vehicle can be obtained. The inductive-loop and the capacity on the control system form a
LC resonance circuit. The resonance frequency of LC circuit without vehicle on the loop is
approximate 20 kHz, which becomes 80~120 kHz when the vehicle on the loop. Therefore, the
presence or pass of the vehicle can be detected according to the resonance frequency. The signal from
the LC circuit is sinusoidal wave, which should be converted to rectangle wave so as to process it
with microcontroller. Transistors of Q1 and Q2 work in status of saturation distortions, so the positive
peak of the sin wave is cut off; while the Q3 and Q4 work in status of cutoff distortion, so the negative
peak of the sin wave is chopped. Then the sin wave becomes rectangle wave, which can directly input
to pin of microcontroller timer, the whole processing course shows in Fig. 4.
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Fig.4 Vehicle detecting circuit

Model of Vehicle Queue

3.1 Boundary Conditions of The Model
As Fig.5 shows a normal intersection, all the phases are permitted, but there is nothing restriction
for turning right. The sensors in the presence detection position detect the vehicle presence and the
number of vehicle passed in current cycle, which can be used to evaluate the queue length left. If
there are vehicle stopping on the sensors placed in the minimal distance, the queue length is longer
than the minimal distance (The minimal distance is set for calculating the minimal safe time
for
pedestrians to pass through the intersection, therefore, even if there is none vehicle stop on the
presence detection position, the green light time can’t be less than
). In order to improve
transportation efficiency and reduce the queue waiting time of other phases, a maximal green light
time
is limited. Between
and
, the green light time can be adjusted according to the
real-time queue length.

Fig.5 Intersection model with magnetic detectors
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3.2 Light Time Adjustment Model
The sensors placed between the minimal distance and the maximal distance are used to detect the
real-time queue length and volumes, if the light time satisfies the boundary constrains, the light time
can be adjustable. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the calculating model.
The model discussed below is based on some hypothesis: (1) the vehicles passing the max length
detector don’t change its lane; (2) the traffic flow is considered as stationary flow without
extraordinarily disturbance; (3) the intrusion among different phases is not thought about.
Assumed that: the average velocity of the queue is
, the average vehicle length(including
distance headway) is
, the real-time queue length is , the number of vehicle passing through
the maximal distance is
and the number of vehicle passed is
. Therefore, the number of
vehicle waiting to pass is
(1)

It is assumed that the vehicles passing through the maximal distance during the passing cycle can
reach the end of the queue, so the time needed to pass all the vehicle is
(2)

is determined by presence and advance detector point. Assumed that the rear of the queue is
between S and S (0<i<n), so the sensors in the detect the steady moving queue, but the sensors
don’t detect steady vehicle volume, therefore, the
can be expressed as
in the
∑

,

(3)

Where,
is the evaluated value, between0
.
During the passing time, there may be a considerable amount of vehicle queued, will be greater
than the time upboundary restrictions, but its maximal value is
.
In reality, the vehicles passing through the maximal point may not reach the end of the queue and
waiting for these vehicles to passing the intersection may waste the time of other phases, thus, if the
number of vehicles is less than a given threshold, these new coming vehicles are not taken into
account in the current cycle. Or some optimizing work can be done at this situation
In summary, the green light time can be expressed as
,

,
,

(4)

However, equation 4 must satisfy the time constrains.

Fig.6 Model for deciding the real-time vehicle queue length
4.

Conclusion and Future Work

In the paper a feasible timing model of traffic light based on the characteristics of real-time vehicle
flow was proposed. Two type sensors was used to detect the key parameters of the queue such as
queue length, number of vehicles waiting in the queue, and the average speed. The mathematic model
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setup was a common crossing model, and the pedestrian and bicycle rider were taken into account.
Therefore, it was useful to analyze the traffic light system or simulate.
The method described above mainly focused on the algorithm of one phase, and was not taken the
other phases into account, it is necessary to balance the volume among different phases when using
the variable light time and optimize the traffic light system to maximize the effectiveness of whole
intersection.
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